
 

 

 

UC BERKELEY BENEFITS DECENTRALIZATION 

FINAL PLAN 

 

Overview 

Effective April 1, 2011, UC Berkeley will fully decentralize funding of employee benefits to 

departments.  Currently, approximately half of our workforce already has their benefits 

managed locally and this initiative will complete that effort so that all faculty, staff, and student 

employee benefits are funded, and financially managed, by their home department. 

 

This completion of benefits decentralization applies to centrally-funded employees.  All others 

are already decentralized.  With this change, the Campus Budget Office will no longer process 

monthly transactions reimbursing campus departments for the actual cost of academic and 

staff benefits, including graduate student fee remission expense.  Instead, departments will 

receive an allocation of central funding to pay for this expense.  The campus will, 

simultaneously with the decentralization of expense, establish “permanent” base budgets for 

units fully offsetting the initial cost and expects to provide annual base budget adjustments to 

departments in response to changes in benefits costs.   

 

The case for decentralizing benefits funding at Berkeley 

There are several reasons for decentralizing benefits funding at Berkeley.   

• Better financial management:  It will allow us to align our departmental budgets with 

planned expenses.   Currently, more than $120 million of benefits funds, held and 

managed by the Campus Budget Office, are not accounted for in departmental base 

budgets.  This places accountability and responsibility together at the departmental 

level where workforce decisions are being made. 

• Funding constraints: The Berkeley campus has not for some time and likely will not in 

the future receive sufficient funding from the UC Office of the President to pay the full 

cost of benefits and therefore must contribute non-benefits operating funds to cover 

this cost.  Decentralizing benefits imparts a control on this expenditure that does not 

currently exist, helping bring the actual utilization closer to available funding levels. 

• Increased departmental flexibility:  Because campus managers will retain any savings 

they generate under the decentralized model and can use those savings for other 

budgetary needs, they will have more flexibility in the use of their resources.   

• Elimination of duplicative processes: Decentralization will maximize the overall financial 

health of the campus by eliminating our current practice of having two parallel models 

of benefits funding, one with “free” benefits for centrally-funded employees, and the 

other with unit-paid benefits on all other funds.  This dual-model has encouraged staff 

to spend time maximizing the benefits accrued to an individual department, instead of 

focusing on effective financial oversight and operational controls. 
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• Elimination of unnecessary work:  Because staff across campus will no longer need to 

prepare budgetary, HR, and payroll transactions to maximize central funding of benefits, 

decentralizing benefits funding will eliminate unnecessary work and expense.   

Fundamental principles 

The fundamental principles that have guided the design of the new benefits model include the 

following: 

1) The effort will be cost neutral to departments for this fiscal year (2010-11).  However, 

there may be years when the campus will be unable to provide adequate benefits 

increments. Departments may be called upon to self-fund such increases, just as they do 

with salaries on non-central fund sources, however it is not the intention that this will 

be the normal practice for the campus. 

2) The methodology used to calculate the benefits allocations should provide additional 

resources to departmental managers.  We have added a 3% supplement to the 

calculated allocation for anticipated needs, and have selected July 2010 through 

February 2011 as a baseline.   

3) The decentralized benefits model is not intended to have an impact on faculty hiring.  

When the campus allocates and withdraws faculty FTE, it will also allocate and withdraw 

an appropriate amount of benefits.   

4) Allocation calculations should be logical and easy to understand and implement. 

 

Description of funding distribution 

Effective April 1, 2011, campus units will receive an allocation of funds to pay the benefits for 

employees paid on the following five central fund sources: 

 

Fund Fund Description 

07427 Opportunity Fund 

19900 General Fund 

20000 Student Services Fee Fund 

20095 Education Fee Fund 

69750 Off-the-Top Fund/Fed Contract-Grant OH 

 

The allocation will come in the form of a one-time budget transfer to pay for benefits costs 

from April – June 2011, and a base budget transfer to support future years.  There will be no 

change in how employees are paid.  Benefits will be charged as normal to the salary fund 

source of the employee.  Because a funding source will be available in the department, 

departments will no longer receive monthly offsetting transfers of funds reimbursing them for 

actual benefits expenses. 
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Calculation and allocation of funding 

Base budget allocations will be calculated on annualized July 2010 through February 2011 

calendar year actual benefits, with a supplement of 3% added to cover vacancies or other small 

variations.  The calculation will be made at the college-school-division level of the campus’s 

organizational structure.  The Campus Budget Office will obtain input from college-school-

division level administrators on the chartstrings to be used for the allocations.  Because the 

base budget allocation will take effect July 1, 2011, there will also be a separate one-time 

allocation of sufficient funding to pay for benefits costs for April, May and June of 2011. 

Calculation of incremental funding 

Each year, as part of the annual campus budget process, the campus will announce the budget 

adjustment for benefits for the coming year.   This adjustment is intended to ensure that there 

will be sufficient funds in campus units to pay for base benefits, in-year adjustments for salary 

and graduate student instructor fee remission rate changes, and in-year benefits cost increases.   

 

Units with significant faculty and graduate student instructor benefits costs will be provided 

with a funding allocation that reflects the anticipated cost increases for faculty as well as 

student-fee-based graduate student instructor fee remission costs.  Currently, any unit that are 

assigned to the following Level 3 organizational codes on the Berkeley campus will be provided 

with benefit increments that accounts for the differential costs of ladder faculty and graduate 

student instructors. 

 

Instructional Units (Level 3 Organization Code) 

BOALT Boalt School of Law 

CENVD Col of Environmental Design 

CO1NR College of Natural Resources 

COCHM College of Chemistry 

COENG College of Engineering 

COL1S L&S Col of Letters & Sci Dean 

GSCPP Goldman Sch of Public Policy 

HAAS3 Haas School of Business 

LS1BS L&S Biological Sciences 

LS1HU L&S Arts & Humanities 

LS1PS L&S Math & Physical Sci 

LS1SS L&S Social Sciences 

LS1UI L&S Undergraduate Division 

OT1VP VP Acad Affairs & Fac Welfare 

SC1OP School of Optometry 

SC1PH School of Public Health 

SCEDU Graduate School of Education 

SCHSW School of Social Welfare 

SCJOU School of Journalism 
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SCSIM School of Information 

VCROU VC Res Other Research Units 

VPAPF VP Tch, Lrn, Acad Plan & Fac 

VR1GD Graduate Division 

  2011-12 Planning Rates for Benefits Increments 

Instructional Unit Augmentation:  3% of actual 2010-11 central benefits expense 

Standard Unit Augmentation:  2% of actual 2010-11 central benefits expense 

Benefits decentralization timing 

Presentation of draft plan to Cabinet and Council of Deans for input mid-January 

Vetting process with other campus stakeholders    January-March 

Implementation of decentralization      April 1st 

Benefits decentralization FAQs 

• Will this change the way I budget all of my benefits?  No, this change only affects benefits 

for employees who are paid on the five central fund sources:  Opportunity Funds (07427), 

General Funds (19900), Student Services Fees (20000), Education Fees (20095), and Off-the-

Top funds (69750).  

• How will this change affect workload in my department?  Isn’t this simply a shifting of 

workload from the central campus to departments?  This will change the type of work 

being done in the department.  Budget managers will be called upon to manage these new 

funds just as they manage all other fund sources, and managing benefits for central funds 

just as they manage benefits for non-centrally funded employees.  Personnel in units will no 

longer process transactions intended to maximize centrally-funded benefits.  The Campus 

Budget Office will work with campus departments to provide training to help manage this 

resource.  

• Will I receive a benefits allocation when I receive a faculty FTE?  Yes, a benefits adjustment 

will be made whenever a faculty FTE is transferred to or from a campus department. 

• How can you guarantee that I will have enough money to pay for benefits on an on-going 

basis?  Isn’t this simply a budget cut in disguise?  There is no guarantee that the campus 

will have enough money to pay for benefits on an on-going basis, just as it has no guarantee 

that there will be enough money to pay for any on-going need.  However, decentralizing 

benefits will create incentives to control costs at the departmental level where workforce 

decisions are being made, possibly generating savings that will help units.  The goal of this 

effort is to be cost neutral to departments for this first fiscal year.  However, there may be 

years when units have unforeseen benefits costs or the campus will be unable to provide 

adequate benefits upgrading funds and units will need to self-fund such increases.  Units 

should keep in mind this possibility when managing resources over the long term and 

maintain a sufficient reserve to address local spikes and abnormalities.  Units without 

existing reserves may wish to use a portion of the 3% benefits supplement to help establish 

such an account.   
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• The Regents recently approved a restart of UC Retirement Plan employer-paid pension 

contributions which are included in employee benefits.  Who will provide funding for 

increases to those amounts?  It is the intention of the campus to provide funding 

increments to departments each year to pay for any increases in the cost of benefits, 

including the anticipated increased costs of the pension plan; provided adequate resources 

are available.  As noted above, there may be years when the campus will be unable to 

provide adequate benefits upgrading funds.  In those instances, units will need to self-fund 

all or a portion of the increases. 

• What will happen to the benefits savings from personnel reductions that happen due to 

Organizational Simplification?  In the new model, units will have control of the employee 

benefits savings from any staff and non-faculty personnel turnover that are a result of 

Organizational Simplification. As part of the Operational Excellence effort, campus 

managers are being asked to return a portion of their turnover savings to the central 

campus, and will likely choose to return some benefits savings along with salary savings to 

meet their target assignments.  The remainder of the benefits savings will remain in 

departmental budgets and will be of substantial benefit to campus units.   

• Won’t decentralization of benefits cause departments to discriminate against employees 

with large families?  It is against the law to discriminate against employees in this manner, 

and the types of job interview questions that might elicit such information are strictly 

prohibited.  On the Berkeley campus over half of our employees are already paid on 

distributed non-central fund sources, which are and have been managed by campus 

departments.  There is no evidence of such discrimination for those non-centrally-funded 

employees, and we would not expect this to change with the distribution of central funds.  

However, the campus intends to move to a fringe benefit rate model, where the 

departmental cost of employee benefits are a percentage of salary, and would not vary by 

individual employee. Such a benefits model will substantially lessen this concern.  The 

campus may be able to move to such a model as early as fiscal year 2012-13.  

• I do not have any say in the types and costs of benefits we offer.  How can I control 

benefits costs?  That is true across the whole UC system.  Where managers do have control 

is in how they staff their departments.  Managers can choose the types and levels of 

appointments, the percentage time, and the duration of appointments. 

• Precisely how did you calculate my benefits allocations?  The base benefits allocation is 

the annualized July 2010 through February 2011 actual benefits allocation, plus a 

supplement of 3%.  To annualize the July through February amount, we looked at two prior 

years of data for each Level 3 organization within the campus, and determined what 

percentage of the total benefits the seven month period represents. We divided the July 

through February actual allocation by that percentage and then multiplied that total by 

1.03. 

• Will benefits decentralization affect any union agreements?  No. 

• How will we fund increases in fee remissions when student fees go up?  What if they go 

up at a different rate than other benefits?  When new-year increments are calculated, the 

impact of increased graduate student instructor fee remissions is included in the analysis.  
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Instructional units with graduate student instructor benefits receive a different funding 

augmentation from non-instructional units. 

• What if I have a need to increase the number of student employees who receive fee 

remission?  When you increase the number of student employees receiving fee remission, 

you will need to account for the total cost of the change in your budget planning, including 

fee remissions, and identify departmental funds to pay for the increase.  Because all 

centrally-funded benefits are being decentralized, there will no longer be a central pool to 

cover this cost.  If department funds are not available to pay for the increase, you should 

consult with the dean to see if other funding may be available.  

• Will decentralization of graduate student fee remission funding affect the numbers of 

lecture-only courses the campus offers, or reduce the number of courses and sections 

offered, thereby affecting the undergraduate experience?  Benefits funding is being 

decentralized at amounts in excess of current funding levels; therefore at the point of 

decentralization, the funding change itself should not have any immediate effect on the 

undergraduate experience.   

• Will decentralization of graduate student instructor fee remission funding deter us from 

hiring international students?  Benefits are being decentralized at current funding levels, 

therefore there will be no immediate change in the availability of funds.  International 

students are supported by a wide range of funds, beyond the five fund types that are 

currently centralized, and faculty will make the same decisions about how they choose to 

use their funds. 

• How will we know how much benefits cost?  The budget office will publish benefits 

planning rates to assist units with planning.  In addition, the Graduate Division is in the 

process of preparing documentation that will provide further explanation of graduate 

student fee remission funding.   

• Will we get a benefits increment when our non-faculty academics receive salary 

increases?  Yes, though not as a direct allocation.  The campus will take into account the 

increased cost of benefits from academic appointment changes when calculating the overall 

benefits increment each year.  

• Will I continue to be reimbursed for work-study funds?  Yes, the campus budget office will 

continue to transfer work-study funds on a monthly basis. 

• Will I receive benefits with my TAS allocation?  What about other central allocations such 

as block grants from the Graduate Division?  When units submit new requests for central 

salary funding from any Berkeley source, units should account for benefits in the proposal.  

If an existing Chancellor’s allocation, such as Temporary Academic Support (TAS), is 

recurring, the benefits for the current level of the allocation will have already been taken 

into account in the calculation of the base budget of the unit.  However, as increments are 

made to such commitments, the increment will include both salary and benefit amounts.  

The budget office will review all existing centrally-funded commitments to ensure that 

allocations of benefits are appropriate. 
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• Will I have a chance to influence the actual chartstrings where the allocations are 

deposited? Yes, the Campus Budget Office will distribute the allocation plan to control units 

and dean’s offices for review and suggested chart-string changes. 

• Why is this change occurring mid-year on April 1, 2011?   The primary reason is to get the 

transactions implemented prior to fiscal close so that unit managers may make 

adjustments.  In addition, by setting the effective date prior to most Organizational 

Simplification changes, it eases the management of benefits savings. 
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Allocation summary  
Decentralization of Benefits as of April 1, 2011

Revised Allocation Estimates for Org Level 3 -  Business Unit 1

July 1, 2011 Apr-Jun 2011 2009-10 2008-09

Permanent Temporary Actual Actual

Allocation Allocation Benefits Benefits

AVCIS ASSOC VC IST VRCIO Office of Chief Info Officer 308,930$          77,069$              379,151$          380,217$          

VRIST Info Services & Technology 4,455,737         1,160,083          3,657,616         4,560,994         

CENTR Central Campus Operations CCOPS Central Campus Operations (1,377,561)       (1,683,331)        (1,714,267)       1,269,385         

CHANC Chancellor CHANL Chancellor 1,087,296         285,696              891,708            916,467            

COLLS College of Letters & Science COL1S L&S Col of Letters & Sci Dean 1,093,184         319,122              658,472            705,744            

LS1BS L&S Biological Sciences 6,822,594         1,653,482          5,650,189         5,525,621         

LS1HU L&S Arts & Humanities 14,819,247      3,511,000          12,345,755      11,429,909      

LS1PS L&S Math & Physical Sci 9,259,583         2,220,909          7,266,286         7,351,950         

LS1SS L&S Social Sciences 16,861,182      4,053,159          13,486,534      12,641,021      

LS1UI L&S Undergraduate Division 3,118,182         713,764              2,725,887         2,706,512         

EVCP2 Exec Vice Chanc & Provost ACADS Academic Senate 263,846            73,328                212,992            211,602            

BOALT Boalt School of Law 4,751,604         1,318,206          3,598,138         3,325,602         

CALPF Cal Performances/SMA 369,256            104,833              284,182            307,927            

CENVD Col of Environmental Design 3,347,751         817,488              2,698,254         2,412,924         

CO1NR College of Natural Resources 7,273,296         1,730,318          5,997,990         6,364,212         

COCHM College of Chemistry 5,407,031         1,243,229          4,459,394         4,253,394         

COENG College of Engineering 14,372,503      3,654,304          11,518,797      10,938,637      

EVCP3 Exec Vice Chanc & Prov 489,786            134,561              370,571            300,167            

GSCPP Goldman Sch of Public Policy 1,079,451         259,517              765,732            664,558            

HAAS3 Haas School of Business 4,721,911         1,262,902          3,638,388         3,457,838         

MU1FA Art Mus & Pacific Film Archive 396,799            111,405              298,718            332,237            

OT1VP VP Acad Affairs & Fac Welfare 830,044            210,039              737,068            690,680            

SC1OP School of Optometry 1,195,081         361,062              708,758            902,037            

SC1PH School of Public Health 3,829,561         933,639              2,898,333         2,908,127         

SCEDU Graduate School of Education 2,231,068         559,028              1,786,947         1,950,837         

SCHSW School of Social Welfare 1,012,251         265,894              861,278            778,895            

SCJOU School of Journalism 977,158            257,630              794,976            740,956            

SCSIM School of Information 933,470            257,938              741,115            694,852            

UCLIB LIB  UC Library 6,257,498         1,636,956          5,450,313         5,543,507         

VPAPF VP Tch, Lrn, Acad Plan & Fac 2,260,590         600,036              1,830,816         1,796,765         

VR1GD Graduate Division 989,815            260,220              828,437            824,742            

VCBAS VC Administration AVCBR Assoc VC Budg & Resource Plan 984,721            253,719              821,833            886,751            

AVCFC Assoc VC Fin & Controller 1,839,363         484,047              1,577,616         1,779,852         

BSATH Intercollegiate Athletics 773,027            207,918              603,195            657,940            

BSAVC Assoc VC Bus & Admin Serv 812,636            179,986              735,581            867,533            

BSHUM Assoc VC Health & Human Serv 4,984,722         1,619,441          3,379,860         3,858,344         

BSPOL Public Safety & Transport 1,960,388         535,956              1,508,811         1,525,507         

BSVCB Office of Vice Chanc Admin 244,316            63,793                245,540            269,929            

FOEPO Op Excellence- Proj Ofc 80,557               19,832                -                     -                     

VCCAP VC Facilities Services VCCPD VC Facilities Services 6,676,772         1,712,802          6,017,159         6,556,778         

VCEQI VC Equity and Inclusion VCEI3 VC Equity & Inclusion Div 1,726,883         436,687              1,347,661         1,185,773         

VCRES VC for Research VCRAD VC Res Administrative Units 1,761,761         516,164              1,728,066         1,645,359         

VCRMS VC Res Museum & Field Stations 1,276,582         341,034              989,029            1,186,212         

VCROR VC Res Organized Rsearch Units 1,970,434         629,260              1,492,360         2,214,477         

VCROU VC Res Other Research Units 821,450            217,934              640,322            688,474            

VCRVC VC Research 494,633            150,624              387,476            327,194            

VCUGA VC Student Affairs UG1AE VC SA Admissions & Enrollment 2,521,393         636,136              2,156,012         2,293,594         

UG1VC VC Student Affairs Div 1,926,403         409,719              1,690,739         1,907,707         

UGHDS VC SA Residentual & Stu Sv Pro 481,601            166,968              365,379            396,323            

UCRLO VC University Relations 728,276            189,491              644,279            630,453            

151,504,060$  37,134,997$     122,159,445$  125,766,516$  

  


